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What is philosophy? Since the beginning of human, for now, though, are not clear, people
still struggling to explore, in the pursuit. In 2018 the upcoming conference to the 24th world
philosophy, there are 99 grouping title, positive says, the world philosophy content is very
"rich", looking from the negative, it also suggests that the current philosophy theory of very
chaos. However, only about one out of 99 titles is true philosophy!
So, in this situation, answer what is philosophy? It is difficult to have the correct answer.
If you want to answer the question correctly, human beings must first have a set of methods
or means, to check what philosophy is.
Days that——, Problem is becoming more and more complicated!
Where and how, to find inspection philosophy way?
Oh, suddenly remind of, a lot of people said that practice is the sole criterion for testing
truth.
That -- you to give it a try!?
Um......and think along while, also didn't come up with what is the practice to test
‘philosophy’.
Have to look at logical reasoning: though the human has been practice for thousands of
years, but still not able to check out what the truth, or philosophy!
To this, someone might be aggrieved!
So, would you please illustrate, you, human beings, with what kind of practice, examine
what truth or philosophy?!
So must have a set of theory on logic, to test the truth and philosophy.
OMG, human, and I've never heard of a theory can test the truth and philosophy, even dare
not even think about!
Oh, you haven't heard, there will always be able to hear, you dare not want to always can
think of.
Thankfully, this theory has built up: this is the science of science -- about the science of
science [1].
Studies have shown that, in the new century (21st century) science of science has examine
ability -- theory testing science truth and philosophy -- this is the only standard to examine
science truth and philosophy -- useless practical link, inspect in advance science truth and
philosophy -- useless to surface, inspect corrupt official corruption in advance!
In this paper is to use theory of the science of science, inspect and create human grand
unified philosophy -- philosophy of truth.
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Introduction

incompetence, so philosophy itself could not have
examine ability, no strict definition and philosophy
itself, so the present situation in the world of philosophy
is: a genre is a philosophy, had a point of view and a
kind of epistemology. Can actually be ‘all flowers bloom
together’ and schools of thought contend. So can be
science of science named ‘cow B philosophy’ -- the
crow pecked cow B -- look for the one door. Including
the Oriental philosophy: Chinese philosophy, Hindu
philosophy, Islamic philosophy, Japanese philosophy
etc; Western philosophy: Greek philosophy, Western
medieval philosophy, Modern western philosophy,
German classical philosophy, etc. Without exception all
belong to cow B philosophy. The so-called philosophy
of cow B is not global universal.

The philosophy of human existing chaos
2.1 The philosophy of the chaos can't bear
The above shows, the 24th world congress of philosophy
of grouping title suggests, at least 99 types of schools at
present philosophy. It is indicated that the philosophy of
chaos and unbearable.
Science of science research shows that there are three
basic reasons that cause this chaos of philosophy:
First, the historical reasons, congenital deficiency was
history philosophy theories.
The second, historically, all philosophy scholars are
theoretical incompetence.

Only can be global universal, can be called the grand
unification philosophy or ‘truth philosophy’.
Also so, here has summed up a philosophy of law:

Third, philosophical confusion of a technical reason is
that, because humans have all of the language, without
scientific unified specification defines (besides,
including "philosophy" itself has no precise definition),
logic language itself is a vicious cycle: ‘black is white,
‘good is bad, ‘revolution is counter-revolutionary
‘corruption is clean ‘science is also pseudoscience
‘relative is absolutely ‘fallacy is truth’ such logic
generally true. And so this world there is no objective
truth.

All ‘philosophy’ in front of the individual tag or label
features, all is cow B philosophy.
Such as 'individual' label: 'Greek, 'Plato, 'Hegel, 'Kant,
'eastern, 'the west’ and so on.
For example ‘feature’ label, ‘Dialectical materialism,
‘analysis, ‘language and ’ontology‘, etc.
Can also be conclusion, in front of the ‘philosophy’,
there can be only common language tags.

All sense are, as long as you have a mouth, is two layers
of skin, how do you say, how are justified, strength is
the commander in chief, fist lie is the truth! -- Global
common is established.

For example: ‘big unification and ‘truth’ of a few public
labels.
And religion, completely without exception, all belong
to the subjective consciousness and all its reasoning.
Thus all the religious doctrine and theory, are not in the
realm of science, so all is not philosophy. About this,
almost, beyond all people expected, need remind the
entire philosophy person of attention, cannot ambiguous.

For example, because there is no accurate definition
‘science’ itself, so ‘science is also pseudoscience’ logic
nature was established; ‘black is a kind of white’, so the
logic of ‘black is white’ also is established, etc.
Isn't it?!

2.2 Philosophy of chaotic three peaks

It is easy to think, this kind of situation, how can have
truth and philosophy?!

Human philosophy first chaos peak: in the 1883s 1884s, German philosophy scholar Nietzsche declared
"God is dead".
The second chaos peak of human philosophy: Albert
Einstein said, “Philosophy can be considered to be the
mother of all science”.
The third chaos peak of human philosophy: Hawking
(UK) in "the grand design" proposed "philosophy is
dead".

So, the inevitable global philosophy is a mess! You said
you, I said I right. 99 philosophy, have their respective
rational.
So, true philosophy, where are you?
All human beings without exception are in the
philosophy of disaster pain struggle!

Among them, the peak of the philosophy of the second
chaos, at the same time, also is the peak of the human
science chaos. The reason is very simple: Einstein said

Because, in the history of philosophy is congenitally
deficient, later theory impotence technical
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that philosophy is the mother of all science, in fact, is to
make the philosophy on science. To enough explain
human science and philosophies are very confusion.

The second social function of science: science will put
the entire ruler firmly closed to the iron cage.
The third social function of science: science can be
unified and standardized language
The fourth social function of science: science theory for
testing truth

The new progress in the science of science
Human beings came to the 20th century, upper
formation, From Europe to create and progress of an
emerging science -- about the science of science -- the
science of science. In the 1930 s, J.D.Bernal (UK) has
published "the social function of science". Thus he was
awarded the 20th century world science of science
authority laurel.

The fifth social function of science: science creates the
universe space-time view
The sixth social function of science: science unified and
standardized management philosophy

Humans came to the 21st century, the new century; the
science of science has made remarkable progress. “New
Progress in Science of Science” [1] And "Science
Freedom Kingdom" [2] published, Have to make clear
the science of science, the great progress.

The seventh social function of science: science and
unified standardized management the entire science
The eighth social function of science: science to create
human thought doctrine (socialist) the grand view
garden

3.1 The expression of great progress on science of
science

The ninth social function of science: science to structure
of human society the highest productivity
The first ten social function of science: science to create
human happiness ideal country -- Science Datong -Freedom Kingdom -- the only home to return to human
society!

The first, in the new century ‘science’ have strictly
accurate only definition.
The second, in the new century science of science has
four scientific principles: 'clear concept, 'accurate
definition, 'reasonable logic, 'strict rules'.

It is not hard to see, science ten social functions to make
clear: science of science is the highest human biggest
sacred management science, unify and standardize the
management of all human beings, without exception,
including philosophy. Also so, Einstein said "philosophy
can be considered to be the mother of all science", is a
big mistake.

The third, thus science of science has the inspect ability:
theory tests science truth and philosophy -- this is the
only standard to examine science truth and philosophy -useless inspection link through practice inspecting in
advance science truth and philosophy -- useless to
surface, inspection corrupt official corruption in
advance.

Third science social function suggests that, science of
science can be unified and standardized management of
the global language.

The fourth, so, the science of science is to test you:
knocking at the door brick for the true and false servant,
kuang kuang; the touchstone for public or private;
revolution or counter-revolutionary natural watershed;
still shine on a demon mirror of never fade -- all kinds
the monsters and demons is immediately show oneself
in one's true colours!

Further research shows that unified specification defines
language, in the universe, only has the responsibility and
the ability, and is the science of science. Any other
discipline and people, and God, there is no this
responsibility and ability.
Philosophy had no language specification management
of ability, let alone, Philosophy itself has no accurate
definition.

The fifth, science of science is not only testing anyone
of any theory in advance, and prior inspection anyone's
words and deeds of every day, science and
pseudoscience?

So also, philosophy must and can only accept unified
and standard management of the science of science.

3.2 In the new century science of science ten social
functions

And so, in the big family of science of science, there are
disciplines mainly: language philology, mathematics,
philosophy, sociology, the political economy, natural

The first social function of science: science leads global
politics
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science, and reveals the science of human beings itself
and so on.

4.2 Unified global language
Because of the existing human language cannot be used
accurately describe the real

The relationship between them is: science of science is
like a father, the rest are children.

Philosophy, so, world congress 98 philosophy genres all
speech is full nonsense. True philosophy must use
language through scientific unified and standardized -global unified language -- Datong lingua franca, to
create.

Among them, the language philology be richly endowed
by nature, ranking is the boss. The reason is very simple,
this world, there is no any science is not use language to
express.
Among them, mathematics is also very important,
ranking is the second, the reason also is simple, without
mathematics, your philosophy, take what to describe the
world?

Fortunately, the global universal "Datong lingua franca
of the world" by science of science, has been created.

So, your philosophy at best ranking is the third child,
mistress!

For the sake of world lingua franca, human predecessors
had already created hundreds of international esperanto,
but including the current epidemic, and is recommended
by the UNESCO, Esperanto, don't do it ‘Sound-shapemeaning’ three unification, in particular, failed to
achieve the unification of ‘meaning’. Such an
international language, for example a UN Esperanto file,
let 200 countries for translation, there will be 202 kinds
of translation results, the reason is very simple, among
them, a result of God, and there are two social systems
in a country will have two kinds of results. Therefore,
such an artificial language, including Esperanto, may not
be global universal.

4.3 Datong lingua franca of the world

So, you henceforth not to reload the boss philosophy
still outmatch above science, or is the mother of
science?
So, too, not only theory of relativity Einstein completely
wrong [2], and Philosophy is the mother of science
theory is compound the error! This is classic don't
understand science of science.
Create human grand unified philosophy

However, Datong lingua franca in the world takes the
lead to achieve the "sound - shape - meaning" three
unification, such a UN document, also let 200 countries
for translation, the result will be the same. So "Datong
lingua franca of the world" necessarily is global
universal. So, the "Datong lingua franca of the world"
will inevitably unify the global language, and will
certainly become only working language of the United
Nations. And then unify the world, achieve Datong.

4.1 Unified philosophy of language
Science of science go into suggests, human until today,
there has been no grand unified philosophy -- "the
philosophy of truth", the reason is that a technology,
Human existing all of the language, because of without
scientific unified specification defines, logic itself is a
vicious cycle. Thus this world, there is no objective
truth. All sense are, as long as you have a mouth, is two
layers of skin, how do you say, how all right. Strength is
the commander in chief, fist the lie is the truth! -- Global
common is established.

4.4 The Datong lingua franca of the text
Here is the Chinese song “March of the Volunteers” of
lyrics sample expressed by the "Datong lingua franca of
the world":

Since problem of all around the world, always as long as
have a mouth, you have two layers of leather, how do
you say, how all right, so, the world philosophy
conference 99 schools of philosophy, there are 99
mouth, each has each way, each has each reason.
Can be concluded that among the 98 schools, no a real
philosophy, no one is the truth. So conclusion must be:
human existing languages are all not can be used
accurately describe any science truth and philosophy.
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"philosophy of truth" -- the creation of human grand
unified philosophy

This definition, in the modern academic circles has
quite a lot of supporters. Obviously this definition is
not only a blur, but also is ‘the mother of science’ in
disguised forms, specious, self-deception.

It goes without saying, true philosophy must be used
the "Datong world language" to create.

While, human grand unified philosophy,
philosophy, of the definition should be:

This text using is Chinese, how to create?
Although literally here is Chinese language and
characters, however, the meaning of Chinese
characters with Chinese language and text is not
exactly the same.

real

The so-called philosophy is a science about the truth.
That is to say, philosophy is to give human looking
for, found that research and use truth of a science.
It is easy to understand, because of, all humans
existing ‘philosophy’, do not gave human found a
truth,

Here the meaning of words need adopt the "Science
Grand Dictionary" -- “Datong Science Dictionary” to
translate. Not can use “the Chinese dictionary” for
translation.

So also, human exist all ‘philosophy’ is invalid. In the
existing 99 ‘philosophy’ genre, 98 schools are all
forged and fake commodity! Including human all
existing philosophical definition, all invalid.

5.1 definition of philosophy
Create philosophy, first need to define the philosophy.
There are many definitions of philosophy in the
history, two more representatives:

5.2 Definition of truth
It is obvious that real philosophical definition, only
after the ‘truth’ clearly defined, philosophical
definition will be effective.

The first kind of representative definition: love
wisdom and pursue truth.

There are two kinds of truth definition in the science
of science:

In the definition of, "love of wisdom comes from
Greek, "pursue truth" is translated result of Japan.
Although this definition vaguely but can be a bit
philosophical meaning.

The first definition of truth: science is the truth.
Obviously, this definition is only valid after ‘science’
accurate definition [2].

The second kind of representative definition:
philosophy is the generalization of natural science and
social science knowledge and summary.
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The second definition of truth: unconditionally,
eternal, absolute founding, effective logical
proposition of philosophy is the truth.

Clearly, this article 3, the existing human philosophy
didn't do it, it is impossible to do. The reason is very
simple, all humans existing philosophy, i.e.
philosophy of cow B, came to power all talking about
‘epistemology’. Especially a relatively popular in the
philosophy of ‘ontology’, openly declared: “outside
the people's subjective consciousness and also exist
the objective world”. This ‘ontology’ is not only
language vicious cycle, and the logic is not reasonable.
So belong to typical fallacy, science of science
resolutely banned it.

For example, see a philosophical proposition:”the truth
at the beginning is always in a personal hand”.
This is a, unconditional, eternal, absolute founding,
effective logical philosophical proposition: therefore,
it is a timeless absolute truth.
Although so you say the 'truth' two definition
expression is different, but the substance is exactly the
same, be omitted.

The fourth, create a philosophy, must start from the
source of philosophy.

Also, apparently, all scientific content of expression
also must be "unconditional, eternal, absolute
established effective logic proposition".

What is philosophy source? Where is the?
Science of science study, philosophy of the source is
"exist or without". Philosophy source is not ‘matter or
spirit’. At "the altar of philosophy" the source of the
philosophy was first discovered and advocated by Mr
xiaoyaozi. So, philosophy can be expressed as source:
this universe/world, is objective existence, or does not
exist? This is ‘yes’ or ‘no’ of the problem.

So the two kinds of definition of truth, the essence of
meaning are the complete same
5.3 The creation of the truth philosophy
5.3.1 The basic principles to create “truth
philosophy”

Reasonable answer, of course, should be: ‘yes’ not
‘no’.

First, create a discipline, first of all, there must have a
through science unified specification definition, logic
itself is no longer in the vicious circle, language
system.

So the conclusion, the objective existence of the
universe/world, is philosophy topic content will be
discussed.

Second, you need to follow the principle and method
on science of science.

So, create philosophy of truth begin from this
source。

Third, resolutely
consciousness.

5.3.2 Source of philosophy and the theory of
'consensus'

eliminate

anyone's

subjective

Science of science study indicates:

About the source of a philosophical discussion: the
universe/world 'yes', is the universe / world objective
existence, how to get to know and discuss then?

Any science truth and philosophy, there are four basic
attributes: immutability, absoluteness, objectivity and
supra-class.

Many people, almost all people, all sorts of
‘epistemology’ and ‘ontology’ are up again. Little
imagine, science of science resolutely banned all the
epistemology. The rule is simple: they are people,
without exception, personal subjective will
(consciousness).

So, by the objectivity determined, any science truth
and philosophy, all don't include and exclude anyone's
subjective will. Anyone's subjective will, no matter
thought is how much light, doctrine is how brilliant,
belief is how pious, mind is how deep and euphemism,
without exception, is neither science nor truth more
than philosophy. So you have to rule out anyone's
subjective will (consciousness).

In history, typical of the epistemology mainly is ‘God
created the world, ‘idealism and ‘materialism and
‘dialectics, ‘Tao Can be Tao Uncommon Sense ‘one
divides into two, ‘the theory of Yin and Yang,
‘ontology’ and so on.
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Science of science study shows, all ‘epistemology’ in
the history of error has three:

Obviously, to create [axiom], first of all need to make
a scientific and standardized definition of [axiom].

First of all, all of the theory including ‘das capital’, are
people (individual) expression of subjective will.
Determined by the objectivity, science truth and
philosophy, does not include and exclude anyone's
subjective will (consciousness). Anyone's subjective
will (consciousness), no matter how much you thought
are light, how splendid doctrine, How devout religious
beliefs, how deep consciousness of euphemism, are all
neither science, nor truth, more not philosophy.

[Axiom] definition: the normal intellect people, can
use anschauung experience summarize out, basic law
in nature of effective logic language propositions, is
called [axiom].
[Axiom] attribute: any [axiom] can neither be logical
proof, also can’t be logical falsified.
Each subject can have multiple [axiom].
For example, Euclidean geometry has only a basic
existence [axiom]: Through a dot outside straight line
there is only one parallel line.

Second, all the epistemology all is a person's
subjective consciousness. So, science truth and
philosophy are completely rejecting any personal
opinion.

Studies have shown that, philosophy at least, there are
three [axiom].

Third, regardless of the science, or the truth, and
philosophy, all shall not from man's, personal,
subjective consciousness proceed with and deeply.
Must begin with objective existence, and must start
from ‘public awareness’, launch and in-depth. So,
'public awareness' is the philosophical 'consensus
theory'. To use ‘consensuses theory’ is not only a
philosophical method and also is one of the basic
methods of science. ‘Consensus theory and
‘epistemology’ is corresponding, ‘consensuses theory’
is public, and ‘epistemology’ is a person's subjective
consciousness. ‘Consensus theory’ belongs to the
scientific method and theory, and ‘epistemology’ all
belong to the individual, therefore, it is method and
theory of pseudoscience. In true philosophy should be
completely prohibited.

5.3.4 Philosophy first existence [axiom]
Philosophy first existence [axiom]: the universe /
world always exist objectively, it does not rely on
anyone’s existence and objective existence, also is not
rely on anyone's subjective will and transfer.
Obviously, this [axiom] could not be by any logical
proofed, also cannot be falsified by any logic.
Therefore, this article [axiom] is also a timeless
absolute truth.
There is obviously, the first [axiom] is not a person's
anschauung experience, but everyone has the visual
experience and consensus by normal sense, so this is
also called ‘consensus theory’.

5.3.3 Philosophy exist [axiom]
Work hard, my friend, to open the wisdom of your
mind, to create a human grand unified philosophy!

The so-called philosophical ‘consensus theory’, that is
used to create a philosophy [axiom]. Science of
science requires, any discipline theory began, must be,
also can only use ‘consensus theory’, to create a
[axiom]. And not from any of the individual
epistemology began.

5.3.5 Philosophy the second existence [axiom]
Philosophy the second existence [axiom] also called
time [axiom]. If the philosophy first existence [axiom]
creation is relatively easy, because history has a
similar philosophy expression, merely no one can just
summarize existing [axiom], nothing more.

For philosophy, need from the source of philosophy,
by ‘consensus theory’ create philosophy exist [axiom].
It goes without saying, create [axiom] is not so simple,
really need here is ‘wisdom’! So, here need Greek
philosophy parlance -- love wisdom.

So the time existence [axiom] summary is quite
difficult.
To want what time [axiom] of existing!

Work hard! My friend, enjoy using your wisdom!
We have Greenwich astronomical time of the calendar
year by default, very convenient.
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Oh, not only you is very convenient, and all the
scholars or all of the articles and politics, all is very
convenient. They all have their own potential spacetime view: God's, Islam, Buddhism and so on.

You don't have, and don't learn time space view,
science of science resolute down your voice! You
even can't to talk about philosophy. Have no voice!
Philosophy would have no time space view; create a
time space view is of physics work! -- Some people
say.

You as a wise man, an understanding heart, any same
problem in the universe / world, will have different
solutions, including inevitably different philosophy
unbind: God, Islam, Buddhism, Greenwich and so on.
So different, precisely because is their space-time
views different.

There are lots of people hold this view, but all don't
know, physics, so far, have not conform to scientific
space-time view. In physics, in Newton's time space
view and Einstein's time space view, all don't conform
to the science of science of specification, so are all
invalid. Physics and philosophy are actually seeing
each other in time space view.

Then, where is your philosophy? Where is your spacetime view?
So, have to the conclusion that philosophy must have
time space view, to just go.

Science of science study shows, reasonable time space
view should be created by philosophy took the lead.
The reason is very simple: observe the universe /
world, time space view is the most basic key element.
So, create a philosophy, the most important is to create
the philosophical existence axioms, including the
axiom of existence in time and space. So philosophy
scholars must carry the responsibility and obligation of
creating time space view first.

Also so, philosophy must create the time existence
[axiom] and space existence [axiom].
So, science of science has a most basic rule: no space time view, no voice!
That is to say, any individual without exception,
before the speech must be show space - time view, no
space - time view have no voice!

Obviously, also create the [axiom] of existence in time
and space is much more than the first existence
[axiom] difficulties. Because people have at least
some other concept of time, especially is the
relativistic space-time idea.

But, I in the global cultural BBS has a wide range of
voice, never listen to what your ‘space - time view’ -Some people say that.
You are the inevitable kingdom [2] -- so far in human
history. Now in the 21st century is Freedom Kingdom
[2], can no longer allowed don't have the time space
view, disorderly speak.

Create existence axioms, can be created with visual
experience, can also by the reasoning of truth to
create.
For example, time existence [axiom], can according to
a truth -- an eternal absolute established, effective
logical, philosophical proposition to create.

That, I as a humanist, never time space view!
Oh, you have no open time space view, but, you have
hidden or potential time space view: God, Islam,
Buddhism, and so on.

Please have a look at a philosophical proposition: "one
cannot enter into the same river twice".

That not line! In the new century the Freedom
Kingdom, anyone's comments, must be for open time
space view. No time space view has absolutely any
right to speak!

Obviously, this is a well-known scholar Greece
Heraclitus creative genius of philosophical
proposition, but not only Heraclitus himself, and even
the future generations, up to now, still don't
understand this proposition is a timeless absolute truth.
The philosophical proposition, through science of
science revision, more possess philosophical
significance. Presentation as follow:

But, I as a humanist, can’t create time space view,
what do I do?
Oh, you can learn from other people's time space view.
For example: God, Islamic and Greenwich Time space
view and so on.

"One cannot step twice into the same long history".
24
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It is not hard to see, according to the philosophical
proposition is very easy to create the time existence
[axiom].

"Two people are not able to step into the same at the
same time long history".
The philosophical proposition is science of science in
the world's first created.

The time existence [axiom]: time in the universe, is an
eternal, absolute, uniform elapse, headless anury, used
to characterize the physical quantity about all things in
the universe order of priority and change process. It is
objective existence, neither according to anyone
existence, is nor according anyone's subjective will,
shift and change, more not to transfer and change
according any scholar logic deduction (Obviously,
Einstein's theory of relativity time space view is
completely wrong).

Apparently this proposition is capable of embodying
of the universe space concept.
Also, this thesis also absolute eternal objective set up
and hence an absolute eternal objective truth. The truth
is just the shows the natural attribute of the universe
space. There can be used to create universe space
existence [axiom].

Time existence [axiom] inference 1: time has three
natural attribute: long or short, more or less, uniform
elapse.

Universe space existence [axiom]:
In the universe, ‘space’ is not according to anyone's
existence and objective existence; also not accoding
anyone's subjective will and change / transfer.

Time existence [axiom] inference 2: time
measurement can be used in the universe, radial
number axis of the same scale to characterize:

The 'space' definition: In the universe, any exist object
(matter) place, are called space.

Time existence [axiom] inference 3: time coordinate
zero point in the universe can take: the AD, the first
year, New Year's Day, zero, zero and zero.

5.3.7 Universe space existence [axiom] of inference
Universe space existence [axiom] inference 1: there
are three of the universe space attribute: ‘size, ‘how
much and ‘location’.

Time existence [axiom] inference 4: The time of the
universe forever never changes with whether the space
object movement, also don't follow objects (matter),
whether happen physical chemical or biological
changes and changes or bend.

Universe space existence [axiom] inference 2: All of
the universe space attributes can use Euclidean
geometry to represent.

Please note that axioms and inference, they all possess
the truth nature, can be used as truth.

Universe space existence [axiom] inference 3:
Universe 'Space' is neither according to exist or not
substance (body) in the space and the objective
existence; nor according to space object motion or not
and the objective existence.

Obviously, had time existence [axiom], philosophy
scholar, You can talk about the existence of the
universe, sports / speed, occurrence, development and
change and so on. Otherwise, in the human existing all
philosophical epistemology, talking about ’fast and
‘slow and ‘development and ‘change’, are all out of
thin air, and therefore invalid. All were called the
philosophy of cow B, all not a line in the future.

Universe space existence [axiom] inference 4: all
matter (object) in the universe, with the possession of
the universe space forever never happen any physical,
chemical and biological interactions.
Universe space existence [axiom] inference 5:
universe space will not happen because the matter of
space is in the physical, chemical or biological
changes, and change / buckle. Universe space forever
never bending properties

5.3.6 Philosophy existence third [axiom]
Philosophy existence third [axiom] is the space
existence [axiom].
To create the universe space axiom, can use the visual
experience, can also be created by a truth. This truth is
an eternal absolutely established effective logical
proposition. This proposition can be expressed as:

The creation of a grand unified philosophy
Obviously, there is a philosophy of the three existence
[axioms], can create specific human grand unified
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philosophy -- "the philosophy of truth". In the process
of creating may also need some [principle] to support,
therefore need for [principle] to make a clear
explanation.

named ‘prejudice’ -- a few prejudice -- philosophy
prejudice.

[Principle] definition: Academic theory has some
basic rules of law, it is called the [principle].

In the same way, "the truth is sometimes in most
people hands" proposition, nor eternal definitely
established, therefore also belong to "prejudice" -- the
majority of prejudice -- philosophy prejudice.’

For example, the [basic principle of science]:
All science should follow four basic principles: 'clear
concept and 'accurate definition 'reasonable logic
'strict rules'.

Philosophy prejudice of definition: those sometimes
can be set up (i.e., conditional), a theoretical
proposition but not absolute eternal established, all
called ‘prejudice’ -- philosophy prejudice.

The similarities and differences among [principle] and
[axioms]:

For example, for the most part, Marxism theory of
speech is all belong to ‘prejudice’ -- philosophy
prejudice. Because they are not eternal definitely
established, which is conditional.

[Principle] and [axiom] of the common point: they are
all science, including philosophy, the basic regular
expressions: all is truth, eternal absolute truth.

On this basis, the truth philosophy content only
consists of three parts: truth, prejudice and fallacy.

[Principle] and [axiom] difference:
Then, according to the theory of philosophy of three
most look at the Marxist theory:

[Principle] can and must be able to be logical proof.
And [axiom] neither can't by logical proof, nor cannot
be falsified by logic.

First, Marxism theory of all, there is no truth. Because
in all theory is no absolute eternal established effective
logical proposition.

With [principle] and [axiom], combined with the
corresponding reasoning as preparation, you can begin
to create grand unified philosophy -- “philosophy of
truth”.

Second, in addition to the fallacy lies;
Third, all are prejudices -- philosophy prejudices

Someone said, create philosophy in time-space, its
contents are with natural science and the same!

Dialectical materialism of lies fallacy, for example:
"practice is the sole criterion for testing truth", that is
extremely big lies fallacy.

Good, of course, natural science some content also is
the basic content of philosophy. But there will be a lot
of can't contain the content of the natural science.
Such as natural science couldn't contain the content of
the truth, and the truth of the content will be the main
basic content of truth philosophy.

The reason is very simple: humans have practice for
thousands of years, but has not been able to test to get
the truth through practice, a grain of truth.
Some people refuse to obey? Would you please
illustrate: you, human beings, through what kind of
practice get what kind of truth?

6.1 Discuss philosophy truth
Truth case 1: “truth at the beginning is always in a
personal hand”.

If you don't, for example, would you please in situ fall,
and then try again.

The truth eternal absolute objective set up thus is
eternal absolute truth.

Science of science research has shown that practice at
all doesn't have a social function of testing truth.
Practice the only social function, only is the touch
stone across the river -- have stone then across the
river, but no stones, don't cross, nothing more.

This kind of truth is the natural science cannot include.
By contrast, "sometimes the truth in a few hands", this
proposition although sometimes can also be set up, but
not eternal definitely established, so this proposition, it
is not the truth. And can only be science of science
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So, the conclusion: "practice is the sole criterion for
testing truth" is extremely big lies fallacy.

Such as the proposition, "in the standard condition,
water at zero degrees Celsius starts freeze" This is an
eternal absolute established effective logical
proposition, thus eternal absolute truth and so on. So,
"science is truth" proposition is also established, and is
a definition of truth.

Then the rest, for the most part Marxist rhetoric
belong to prejudice, are all not eternal definitely
established.
Again for the truth an example: politics must be
honestly obey and serve the science, can’t have the
slightest mistake.

6.2 What is not a philosophy?
Studies have shown that the following six things not
philosophy first kind, who dubbed the individual title
in front of the philosophy，that is not philosophy. For
example: Hegel's philosophy, Plato's philosophy,
Kant's philosophy, Nietzsche's philosophy, and so on.

This is a timeless absolute truth.
Unfortunately, in the inevitable kingdom -- human
history so far, science is to obey politics. No one can
understand, only to the Freedom Kingdom -- politics
obey science of the human society, this proposition is
eternal definitely established, thus eternal absolute
truth.

The second kind, embodies the thought or ideology
(doctrines) of stuff, all are not philosophy. For
example, all religious philosophy is embodied
religious beliefs (ideology). And for example, the new
Old Testament, the Koran, Buddhist scriptures, there
is the dialectical materialism philosophy, the idealist
philosophy and so on. Also because embody of some
kind of subjective consciousness, so not philosophy.

Obey the science, once have any mistakes, 'politics'
immediately turns into the 'rule'. So ‘politics and ‘rule’
is completely different philosophical concepts, should
not be confused. Sadly, peoples often are confused.
Some had no intention of confusion, some deliberately
confused. As a result, human beings are in a disaster
pain, need to wake up!

The third kind, embody philosophy of time or region
may also are not real philosophy. For example:
classical philosophy, the ancient Greek philosophy,
western and eastern philosophy, medieval philosophy,
modern philosophy and so on. The reason is simple,
both time and geography, not a philosophy.

So, can the conclusion: the so-called truth philosophy
that is a knowledge which is to give the human to
look, find and research and utilize the truth.

The fourth kinds, those who have special coreference
of things are not philosophy. For example: ontological
philosophy, so-and-so epistemological philosophy,
analytical philosophy, philosophy of language, etc.
The reason is very simple they have some kind of
special coreference, so not philosophy.

But, eternal absolute established effective logical
propositions, in this world there are very few! -- Some
people say.
Don't you know? As long as kung fu deep, iron stick
ground into a needle!
Eternal absolute established effective logic proposition
is not only a lot more, and absolute truth eternal
around run, see you looking for or not.

The fifth kind, 2018 world congress of philosophy in
grouping the title, there is only one subject of "world
Datong" belongs to the true philosophy field. The rest
of the 98 group topics are not real philosophy content.

For example, "big brother big brother small", because
is eternal absolute established effective logical
proposition, thus eternal absolute truth.

The sixth kind, there are some out of consensus
theory, also serve as philosophy come out.

Again for example, all scientific theoretical
propositions also must be eternal absolutely set up
effective eternal logic proposition, thus eternal
absolute truth.

Work hard, friends, research, extension of your
philosophy truth, Efforts to construct the human grand
unified philosophy!
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